How to check if a regimen or support regimen is on Aria and how it is set up

When logged into TVCN location this will show all the regimens which have ever been added to Aria (approved and in testing) **including those which are not-commissioned and therefore not to be used.** The non-commissioned regimens (except some with local funding agreements) are not visible in Trust locations.

To check if a regimen is on Aria, and how it is set up: Log into TVCN location in Manager
To check if a regimen on Aria is visible in a specific Trust location: Log into the location you wish to check in Manager
Open dummy patient: zzRegimen Availability, Aria

**To check if a regimen is on Aria**

Do not click on any Add or Approve buttons.

Choose appropriate disease site from drop down menu.
Choose appropriate folder eg adjuvant  
(or if unsure of disease site choose <All>, which shows all regimens in alphabetical order, however this takes a very long time to populate).

The regimens on a pathway (ie funded) have a  
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The icons beside the regimen name show:
- Pathway regimen (funded) – approved
- Pathway regimen (funded) – in testing
- Non-pathway regimen (unfunded) – approved
- Non-pathway regimen (unfunded) - in testing
- Trial regimen - approved
- Trial regimen - in testing

The icons beside the support regimen name show:
- Support regimen (funded or unfunded) – approved
- Support regimen (funded or unfunded) - in testing
- Trial regimen - approved
- Trial regimen - in testing
To check if a support regimen is on Aria
Do not click on any Add or Approve buttons.

- Click on Orders/Rx tab
- Click on New tab
- Click on Favourites button
- Click on support tab

Always check [http://tvscn.nhs.uk/networks/cancer/cancer-topics/chemotherapy/](http://tvscn.nhs.uk/networks/cancer/cancer-topics/chemotherapy/) to ensure most recent version is being used.
To check how a regimen is set up on Aria
Do not click on any Add or Approve buttons.

Click on regimen

Pick cycle number from drop down menu
to check how each cycle has been set up.

Regimen details are visible.

Click on notepad icon
for admin instructions.

Click on information icon for overview and chemo order instructions.

Check folders A-Z

Always check http://tvscn.nhs.uk/networks/cancer/cancer-topics/chemotherapy/ to ensure most recent version is being used.